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BEAUTY NEWS

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN BEAUTY HAS
LANDED

From those iconic red soles to an unparalleled beauty powerhouse – the luxury brand known
for bringing red bottoms to your wardrobe now hoards a well-deserved space in your beauty
arsenal. Adorn your lips, lids and fingertips with only the finest of pigments and textures
from {Christian Louboutin Beauty} – all housed in illustrious, sculptural packaging to boot.
With so much to choose from – from lip-loving oils and tints to chic, barely-there polishes
and cream-powder hybrid shadows – we’ve compiled an easy list of our top three favourite
Louboutin offerings, all ready for you to dip your toes into…

ALL HAIL THE LOUBOUTIN NAIL

The iconic red sole was born in 1993, after Louboutin found inspiration in his assistant’s red
nail polish. With such humble beginnings, it’s only fitting that the haute-couture brand brings
the red right back to its roots, with their very own {Nail Colour Rouge Louboutin}. In a truly
timeless, vivid red to suit any skin tone, the highly pigmented formula achieves the show-
stopping vibrancy of 20 layers of traditional polish, in just two coats. Capped with an
exquisite eight-inch lid – inspired by the tallest heel Christian Louboutin ever created – this
multi-faceted, weighted glass bottle will sit pride of place on your dressing table.

SEAL IT WITH A KISS

A do-it-all lip-perfecting veil, the {Loubibelle Lip Beauty Oil} bestows a flattering sheen with
an uber-wearable tint, all while softening and plumping lips with a weightless, non-sticky
texture that simply glides on. Encased in an elegant, crystal-like vial with an intricate
mermaid scale pattern, the packaging is a beautiful fusion of artistic influences – taking
inspiration from Middle Eastern antiquities and the stunning Deco movement. Topped with a
turret-like crown (with a loop that allows you to actually wear your prized make up
possession – ensuring it’s always within easy reach!, this is luxury, decadent beauty at its
peak.

IN THE NUDE

Available in six, luminous, everyday-nude shades (from camel nude to pale pink and cream),
the {Tape à L’Oeil Matte Nude Eye Colour} boasts a unique, multi-use, oil-based, liquid gel
formula that sets to a powdery matte finish with medium-to-full coverage. A truly timeless
multi-tasker, the formula doubles as an eyeshadow primer to lock in any further artistry you
hope to paint. It also comes complete with a short, dense brush that achieves optimal pick-
up, controlled application, painting and blending of the formula with ease. Held in a clear vial
and adorned with a golden, fluted shell lid, this looks as luxurious in the packaging as it feels
on your lids.

SHOP CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN BEAUTY 
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HUMEARA MOHAMED
Junior Copywriter

Humeara is a Junior Copywriter at Cult Beauty. A self-professed ‘beauty obsessive’ (no, really, you
should see her excessive selection of serums), she can usually be found somewhere rattling on
about sunscreens or showering in green eyeshadows. Her other hobbies include knitting, sleeping
and walking her saluki through Hampstead Heath.
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